Abstract: Wiener models consist of a linear dynamic element followed by a static non linear element. This paper shows a non linear model predictive control (NMPC) based on a piecewise linear; the Wiener model is applied on an experimental control of pH. The static nonlinear element of the Wiener model is approximated using piecewise linear function. Identification using optimal local linear model is applied and parameter estimation as well as partitioning of the local linear models is simultaneously obtained. The techniques are then applied to an experimental control of pH and the performance of NMPC is shown.
INTRODUCTION
Model Predictive Control (MPC) is one of the design techniques that can be proven to stabilize process in the presence of nonlinearities, Quin and Badgwell (1998) . MPC allows to use the detailed knowledge of a process in the form of a dynamic model, as an aid to controlling that process. Linear MPC used models which have been linearised about an operating point as an aid to predict the responses of the controlled process. Many processes are sufficiently nonlinear to preclude good applications of linear MPC technology. Such processes, as pH control, include highly non linear processes that operate near a fixed operating point. This has led to development of non linear model predictive control (NMPC) in which a more accurate model is used for process prediction and optimization. Some papers have reported controllers incorporating nonlinear models such as neural networks, as Patic et al. (2010) and Saindonat (1998) ; Volterra series model, Genceli and Nikolaou (1995) . Wiener models are useful in representing the nonlinearities of a process without complications associated with general non linear operators. A Wiener nonlinear system is a cascade of a linear dynamic system followed by a static non linearity and is effective in representing a class of nonlinear systems. Identification of Wiener systems has been proposed in several papers: literature: Greblicki (1992) , Gomez, et al. (2004) , Kalafatis et. Al (1995) , Kozek and Jovanovic (2003) , Sung and Lee (2004) . The pH processes are frequently encountered in the chemical process industries and represent a significant challenge in terms of their identification and control. The pH process is considered in the literature to have structure of Wiener systems with linear element describing the mixing dynamic of the reagent streams in a stirred vessel and the nonlinear element representing a static nonlinear titration curve which gives pH as a function of the chemical species, Niemi and Julia (1977) .
Piecewise local linear models is a class of Wiener models, where the parameters of a linear transfer function are valid for all segments, while each gain and bias parameter is only valid inside of one data segment e.g. Cervantes et al (2003) , Shafiee et al (2006) . Therefore, the non linear characteristic is given by a piecewise linear function.
The object of the identification is to estimate the non-linear characteristic and the parameters of the dynamic linear system. Some researchers propose separation of the identification of the linear subsystem, from the non-linear characteristic, Wigren (1993) and Greblicki, W. (1992) . Other proposes for identification of linear subsystem and non linear characteristic is obtained in one step, e. g. Gomez et al. (2004) , Sung and Lee (2004) . In this paper we report the application to pH module, of an identification algorithm using optimal local linear models based on Kosek (2008) . This algorithm automatically chooses the number of models and develops an optimal partitioning. Other approaches require a predefined number of local models for satisfying performance, e.g. Vörös (2003) , Zhu (2002) , thus the algorithm applied, on the basis of quadratic criteria, finds the number of optimal partitions. Wiener models and the applied identification algorithm are described in section 2. Section 3 illustrates the pH process and the experimental module where identification and predictive control is implemented. Section 4 shows the experimental results of the identification and predictive control based on the Wiener model. Finally, some conclusions are given.
WIENER MODEL
The Wiener model (Fig. 1) is composed of a linear dynamic element which is followed by a non-linear static function. The linear part can be modeled by a transfer function. The nonlinear element ranging from simple algebraic functions to complex neural network, for control purposes this function must have an inverse, Norquay et al, (1999) ; e.g. polynomials, splines, basis functions, radial basis functions, etc., Bai (2003) , Celka et al (2001) , Saintdomat et al, (1999) . 
Where u(k) is the input to the linear block, v(k) is an intermediate signal which has not necessarily a physical meaning this signal is the input for the nonlinear block. The nonlinear part contains the multisegment piecewise linear function as shown in Fig. 2 , and described by: (4) we can obtain the expression of v(k):
From (4) and (5):
Previous equation can be expressed as:
Where the vectors:
We can represent the vector ߠ as:
In general the static gain ‫ܭ‬ ௨௩ of the linear transfer function is:
Since that gain k uv is different from one, in order to normalize, we use an intermediate
The output prediction is computed by the new equation:
Parameters of local linear model are determined by:
Transfer function for each model is redefined in the following way:
Where:
(1)
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Criteria for optimizing the number of local models Fundamental idea of the identification algorithm is based on Kozek and Sinanovic (2008 
Alternatively, this leads to propose the following hypothesis:
With the scope of validating the proposed hypothesis, (16) and (17), critical values of probability Ji-square function 2 ,v D F is used; where: α level of reliability, v : degree of freedom; where ‫ݒ‬ = ܵ − ݊ − ݉ and ܵ is the number of samples for the current local model. As long as:
The proposed hypothesis will be satisfied, and therefore the local model will be valid. When this hypothesis failed, a new model must be initialized. For a ramp like input signal with additional white noise for instance 
Recursive Least -Squares
For the estimating of the model's parameters, minimal recursive squares are used,
Where: 
In order to starting the algorithm, the following assumptions could be considered:
x Values of P k are initiated in a rather big value, e.g. 
x The values of θ are initiated to zero
x Once the first local model has been calculated, the new model are update with the values of P(k) y θ(k): 
The value of θ i+1 is initialized with: 
Where r 1 y r 2 are random numbers in the interval [-1,1].
pH PROCESS
A schematic of pH pilot plant which was used to evaluate the proposed identification and control procedure is shown in Fig. 5 . The mechanistic model can be described as: (32), (33), (34) and (40); we can determine the following equation:
The relation between Q, k w and pH is: (44) Equations (43) and (44) describe the dynamic behavior of the reaction between a strong acid and a strong base. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To identify the process, an ramp signal with added noise was applied to the pump (B), starting near to 2x10 -3 l/s until reach 6.5x10 -3 l/s. Fig. 5 shows input signal and output response of the pilot plant.
Models obtained applying the procedure described, are summarized in Table 2 . Fig. 6 shows different local linear models. Defining vn as the noise variance we can see that for vn=0.5 we obtain the optimal model (FIT 87.47 %) while for vn=50 the model has a FIT of 58.1%. Wiener model was incorporate into MPC Scheme and tuned using the simulation where the well known Generalized Predictive control, Clarke (1987) , was used. The predictive controller has been designed using only the parameters of the linear transfer function, it means that the regulator considered as output the variable ‫.)݇(ݒ‬ This implies that both the reference and the output variable must be converted into equivalent variable ‫)݇(ݒ‬ using the inverse of the nonlinear function. The control law has been estimated considering a horizon of prediction and control of 3. Moreover, the value that weights the input variable u is equal to 16. To evaluate the control, several pH setpoint changes were made. Fig. 7 shows the behavior of control with good performances. To verify the behavior of the system when setpoint decreases, it was changed from 3.5 to 2.8 pH values. Results are shown in Fig. 8 . Settling time was 17 minutes, the system does not present overshoots, despite the changes in set point was higher than before case. The control variable, shown in Fig.  8 , changes between 4.4x10 -3 l/s to 2.4x10 -3 l/s of NaOH.
Behavior of control variables in the event of disturbances was evaluated: at instant time 3750 s, the amount of pumped HCl is diminished; when this disturbance occurs, the pH immediately increases. The control loop brings it back to its setpoint decreasing the value of the control variable. Comparation between Predictive Regulator and PI A comparation using predictive regulators and using a PI controller to the same process have been made under the same nominal values of work.
The following figures show the results of using a PI regulator.
Fig. 9. PI control of pH
We can appreciate that the settling time of the process variable goes from 4 to 8 minutes with an overshoot of 30%.
The results of using a predictive regulator with control and predictive horizons of 3 and an input weighting of 16 are shows below. The settling times goes from 15 to 25 minutes but reducing the overshoot.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper an identification algorithm using optimal local linear models was applied to pH process, in order to obtain Wiener model. The number of local linear models and parameter estimation is simultaneously obtained. The 
